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2Keeping the 
home fires burning
Professor Ray Roennfeldt (1973)
President, Avondale College of Higher Education
Avondale has been a home away from home for generations of 
young adults (and sometimes the not so young as well). When 
you return home, you expect the “home fires” will be “burning;” 
that you will feel welcomed, not as a stranger, but as a family 
member. The warmth of Avondale has not and must not change.
If you’re returning home to Avondale, you’ll notice changes. The 
buildings have been refurbished—look for a new bell tower on 
College Hall, for spruced up 
Music and Greer Halls and a 
remodelled Ellen G White Memo-
rial Building. The students have 
more freedom and mobility. The 
lecturers have aged. We have 
more students—almost 1400 this 
year. Most live off campus. Many 
are from other faiths—about 40 
per cent are not Seventh-day Ad-
ventists. About 15 are studying 
for their PhDs—the first received 
theirs at graduation in 2011.
So, has change clouded Avon-
dale’s vision? No. More students are involved in evangelism and 
service. Employers continue to value our graduates for their skills 
and commitment. Our motto is still “for a greater vision of world 
needs.”
I hope you’ll notice the changes and understand the differences. 
And I trust you’ll find Homecoming a time for stories and memo-
ries, worship and friendship, reassessment and re-creation. Thank 
you for being part of Avondale’s 116-year journey of change and 
constancy. A warm welcome home.
Editor Brenton Stacey 
Public relations officer, Avondale College of Higher Education
Editorial assistant Sara Thompson 
Public relations assistant, Avondale College of Higher Education
Publisher Avondale College Limited
Cover photograph Ann Stafford, “Members of the class of 1992 at 
their honour year reunion this past year”
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3Coming home
Cornelius Szeszeran
President, Avondale Alumni Association
Welcome to Homecoming 2013.
To all honour year alumni and to all former staff members and 
students who have come home to Avondale College of Higher 
Education this year, thank you for helping us celebrate the 25th 
anniversary of the Avondale Alumni Association.
Did you know Homecoming has a longer history than the as-
sociation? It has been 32 years since the first Homecoming. The 
event is the association’s most 
important of the year because 
of its emphasis on reconnecting 
with the Avondale experience. 
Wherever the journey has taken 
us since we left Avondale, I’m 
sure we have a place in our 
hearts for our alma mater and for 
the impact it has made on our 
lives.
As we look back and remember, 
let’s also look forward and dream. 
The Homecoming Committee of 
2013 invites you to do just that—
the theme for the worship ser-
vices over the weekend is “for a greater vision of world needs.” As 
you relax and enjoy your coming home experience, we also want 
you to experience what Avondale staff members and students are 
doing now to make a difference in the lives of those in need—car-
rying on that great tradition of service to the community.
On behalf of the Avondale Alumni Association, I thank those who 
have organised Homecoming 2013. You are hardworking and 
passionate people. To all those coming home, enjoy the weekend, 
the warmth of fellowship and the sense of belonging.
Avondale Alumni Association
PO Box 19
Cooranbong NSW 2265
Australia
+61 2 4980 2252
alumni@avondale.edu.au
www.avondale.edu.au/alumni
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An exhibition of watercolour paintings by retired Seventh-day Adventist minister 
Pr Russell Kranz follows the footsteps of Paul and of Christ and the wanderings of 
the children of Israel.
Russell Kranz: Watercolourist features 21 paintings of landmarks such as Patmos 
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Russell, who travelled extensively throughout the Middle East, has painted since 
childhood, receiving his formal training from Archibald Webb, one of Australia’s 
traditional watercolourists.
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5Homecoming
2013
Program
Friday, August 23
REGISTRATION
12.30 PM, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
MURDOCH LECTURE: DR JOHN SKRZYPASZEK
2.00 PM, Ladies Chapel
Host: Avondale Alumni Association. “Our heritage: sources of 
information about the past, or therapy for people uncertain of 
who they are?” John is director of the Ellen G White Seventh-day 
Adventist Research Centre. Honouree: Dr Arthur Patrick. Arthur, 
now deceased, is a former honorary senior research fellow at 
Avondale College of Higher Education and a former curator of the 
Ellen G White Seventh-day Adventist Research Centre.
AFTERNOON TEA
3.30 PM, Ladies Chapel
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
4.15 PM, Ladies Chapel
Host: Avondale Alumni Association.
ALUMNI DINNER
6.00 PM, Ladies Chapel
Host: Avondale Alumni Association. Register. $20.
7.28: JERRY UNSER
7.30 PM, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Avondale Alumni Association will present the Young Alumnus of 
the Year award and citations for the 1983, 1993 and 2003 honour 
years. Jerry is mentoring coordinator for Emmanuel College.
Saturday, August 24
REGISTRATION
9.00 AM, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
REFLECTIONS SERVICE
9.30 AM, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Avondale Alumni Association will present citations for the 1943, 
1953, 1963 and 1973 honour years.
WORSHIP SERVICE: DR BRYAN BALL
11.15 AM, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Avondale Alumni Association will present the Alumna and the 
Alumnus of the Year awards. Featuring: Avondale Chamber 
Orchestra, Avondale Singers, Avondale String Orchestra, Institute 
of Worship Orchestra and The Promise. Bryan is an honorary 
senior research fellow at Avondale College of Higher Education.
HONOUR YEAR REUNION: 1963
12.30 PM, Education Hall
Hosts: Pr Don Bain, Pr John Banks, Fred Cracknell and David 
Woolley (all 1963). Lunch.
HONOUR YEAR REUNION: 1953
12.30 PM, Family Room, Avondale College Seventh-day 
Adventist Church
Hosts: Jean Mack (1953) and Graham (1953) and Joyce Mitchell. 
Lunch.
HONOUR YEAR REUNION: 1943
2.30 PM, Teen Room, Avondale College Seventh-day 
Adventist Church
Hosts: Bert Cozens (1943), Samtara Allen and Jodie Barnes.
HONOUR YEAR REUNION: 1973
2.30 PM, College Hall (Lower)
Host: Pr Aaron Jeffries (1973).
HONOUR YEAR REUNION: 1983
2.30 PM, Conference Room, Bethel Hall
Host: Dr Paul Rankin (1983).
HONOUR YEAR REUNION: 1993
2.30 PM, College Hall (Upper)
Hosts: Pr Daron Pratt, Lisa Pratt and Janelle Wind (all 1993).
HONOUR YEAR REUNION: 2003
2.30 PM, Cafe Rejuve
Hosts: Lorinda Bruce, Keira Bullock and Lindsay Morton (all 2003).
CONCERT: WAR AND PEACE
7.00 PM, Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
A performance of Karl Jenkins’ The Armed Man: A Mass for 
Peace. Celebrating the launch of the Avondale Conservatorium. 
Featuring: Avondale Singers, Avondale Chamber Orchestra, 
Institute of Worship Orchestra and The Promise. Also featuring: 
Avondale Guitar Ensemble and Avondale Jazz Ensemble. Drinks 
in foyer from 6.30 PM. Doors open at 6.45 PM. Freewill offering.
Sunday, August 25
MARKET DAY SOUTHLAKE
9.30 AM, Lake Macquarie campus
Browse the stalls and enjoy healthy food, entertainment and the 
children’s corner with face painting, jumping castle and petting 
zoo.
6Lecture
Friday, August 23, 2.00 PM
Ladies Chapel
Murdoch Lecture honouree
2013
Welcome Professor Ray Roennfeldt (1973)
 President
Avondale College of Higher Education
Dedication Dr Lyell Heise 
 Director
 Institute of Worship
Seventh-day Adventist Church in the South Pacific
Citation (Murdoch Lecture honouree) Lyell Heise, presenter
 Joan Patrick, recipient
Introduction Dr David Tasker
 Field secretary
 Seventh-day Adventist Church in the South Pacific
Lecture “Our heritage:
 sources of information about the past,
 or therapy for people uncertain of who they are?”
  Dr John Skrzypaszek
  Director
 Ellen G White Seventh-day Adventist Research Centre
Questions Ray Roennfeldt
Response Dr Don Hansen (1963)
 Former senior lecturer in history
 School of Humanities and Creative Arts 
 Avondale College of Higher Education
Prayer Cornelius Szeszeran
 President
 Avondale Alumni Association
Citation
Dr Arthur Patrick
We remember Dr Arthur Patrick as gracious and caring, as an 
advocate for social justice, including equality for women, and as a 
master of the spoken and written word. He had wisdom, com-
passion and gentle humour.
At 15, Arthur returned from the family’s 45-acre lot on the Mid 
North Coast to study at the Australasian Missionary College, from 
where he completed the primary teaching and the Bachelor of 
Arts in theology courses. He accepted a call to serve as a pastor–
evangelist in Christchurch, New Zealand, after graduation.
From 1970 to 1973, Arthur undertook postgraduate study in the 
United States, completing two 
master’s at Andrews University 
(Michigan) and a Doctor of Ministry 
at the Christian Theological Semi-
nary (Indianapolis). He then com-
pleted a Master of Letters at the 
University of New England and a 
PhD at The University of Newcas-
tle, studying the interface between 
religion and society in Australia.
His scholarship is an enduring 
legacy. The Seventh-day Advent-
ist Periodical Index lists 121 titles 
authored by Arthur, and that is 
only a portion of his output. Recognised as a leading exponent in 
Adventist history and heritage, Arthur commented perceptively on 
issues facing the church.
Arthur served at Avondale for 18 years—as a lecturer, as cura-
tor of the Ellen G White Seventh-day Adventist Research Centre, 
as academic registrar, as minister of the church and as founding 
president of the Avondale Alumni Association. In retirement, he 
served as an honorary senior research fellow. During his last ill-
ness, Arthur learned he had been awarded the Charles E Weniger 
medallion, bestowed on Adventists who have made significant 
contributions to their community and to the church.
Arthur fought cancer for 12 years, only to be diagnosed with an 
aggressive and untreatable abdominal malignancy. Almost to the 
end, he dictated emails for members of his family—wife Joan and 
children Zanita, Adrielle and Leighton—to send, often ending with 
the words, “I’ll see you in the morning.”—Dr John Cox
Murdoch
7Avondale Alumni Association
2012/2013
Friday, August 23, 4.15 PM
Ladies Chapel
AGM
Cornelius Szeszeran
President, Avondale Alumni Association
Brenton Stacey
Member, Avondale Alumni Association Committee
An alumni association of an 
education institution provides 
opportunities for former staff 
members and students to 
establish and maintain contact 
with the institution and with 
other current and former staff members and students. Alumni as-
sociations often organise events such as homecomings, publish 
magazines and raise money.
Avondale College of Higher Education formed its alumni associa-
tion on October 1, 1988, with the late Dr Arthur Patrick serving as 
the first president.
The purpose of the association is to maintain and encourage 
contact among members, to foster and encourage interest in 
Avondale and to work for the development and strengthening of 
Christian education at Avondale.
MEMBERSHIP
Membership of the association is free.
The association automatically grants membership to all former 
students—not just graduates. All current and former Avondale 
College Council members and staff members are also members 
of the association. The administrators of Avondale may also rec-
ommend others for membership.
Members of the association receive:
• A complimentary identification card
• Access to resources provided by Avondale Libraries
• A complimentary subscription to Reflections, and
• Invitations to Homecoming
The association’s constitution as amended at the 2012 Annual 
General Meeting lists the responsibilities of the association’s com-
mittee. These responsibilities are to:
• Conduct the affairs of the association
• Maintain contact with alumni and facilitate interaction among 
Continued 8
Report
Welcome Professor Ray Roennfeldt (1973)
 President
Avondale College of Higher Education 
Prayer Ray Roennfeldt
Speech of appreciation Cornelius Szeszeran
 President
Avondale Alumni Association
REPORT
Avondale Alumni Association Committee Cornelius Szeszeran
• Comments Ray Roennfeldt
• Vote to accept report Ray Roennfeldt
GENERAL BUSINESS
Other Ray Roennfeldt
ELECTIONS
Avondale Alumni Association Committee
Members Ray Roennfeldt
• Announcement: Members (ex-officio)
• Announcement: Members (available for re-election)
• Call for nominations
• Announcement: Nominations
• Election
Avondale Alumni Association
Officers Ray Roennfeldt
• Announcement: Officers
• Announcement: Officers (available for re-election)
• Call for nominations
• Announcement: Nominations
• Election
INTRODUCTIONS
Avondale Alumni Association
Officers Ray Roennfeldt
Avondale Alumni Association Committee
Members Ray Roennfeldt
Closing remarks Cornelius Szeszeran
Prayer Janet Rieger
 Vice-president
 Avondale Alumni Association
8association members
• Engage alumni to support Avondale, its students and its mis-
sion
• Involve alumni as ambassadors for Avondale, fostering a spirit 
of philanthropy and service
• Coordinate Homecoming
• Coordinate the Annual General Meeting, the Alumni Dinner 
and the Saturday evening event at Homecoming
• Nominate recipients for the Alumna, the Alumnus and the 
Young Alumnus of the Year awards and the Community Ser-
vice Prize
• Promote the Alumna, the Alumnus and the Young Alumnus of 
the Year awards
• Promote and support the maintenance of the Alumni Herit-
age Walk, the Alumni Memorial Prayer Garden and the Ellen G 
White Marker
• Invite alumni to provide financial support to Avondale
• Support the activities of Avondale as requested
Copies of the constitution are available at the Annual General 
Meeting and at Homecoming registration.
ACTIVITIES
The activities of the committee since the Annual General Meeting 
this past year include:
• Nominating officers and members of the 2013 Homecoming 
Committee
• Nominating Kyle Morrison and Hannah Thorton as the 
recipients of and providing $1000 for the 2012 Community 
Service Prize
• Presenting the prize to Kyle during Avondale’s academic 
prizes Forum on the Lake Macquarie campus and to Hannah 
during the consecration service on the Sydney campus
• Presenting a speech and publishing a message to graduates 
during Avondale’s graduation service
• Presenting a gift of an Andrews Study Bible to the president 
of the Avondale Students’ Association during Avondale’s 
opening convocation
• Coordinating production of the summer 2012 and winter 
2013 issues of Reflections
• Promoting the Alumni Heritage Walk, the Alumni Memorial 
Prayer Garden and Homecoming
• Coordinating the maintenance of the Alumni Heritage Walk 
and the Alumni Memorial Prayer Garden
• Updating the association’s Facebook
• Updating the association’s pages on the Avondale website
• Nominating Helen Hall, Pr Eric Davey and Melissa Fischer as 
the recipients of the 2013 Alumna, Alumnus and Young Alum-
nus of the Year awards
• Nominating the late Dr Arthur Patrick as the Murdoch Lecture 
honouree
• Coordinating the production of an alumni identification card
• Assisting in coordinating the Murdoch Lecture and the concert 
and coordinating the Annual General Meeting, the Alumni Din-
ner and the presentation of the Alumna, the Alumnus and the 
Young Alumnus of the Year awards at Homecoming
FINANCE
Finance to operate the association is provided by Avondale as 
part of the alumni budget of the Advancement Office. The alumni 
operating report for 2012 is:
Income Budget Actual Variance
Homecoming $10,000 $6,000 ($4,000)
Homecoming Offering $5,000 $3,761 ($1,239)
Sundry $0 $1,537 $1,537
Total $15,000 $11,298 ($3,702)
Expense Budget Actual Variance
Avondale Alumni Association $5,500 $2,366 $3,134
Homecoming $11,000 $17,759 ($6,759)
Total $16,500 $20,125 ($3,625)
Total Variance   ($7,327)
HOMECOMING
Homecoming honours alumni who last studied at Avondale 10, 
20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 years ago. Homecoming began in 
1981. See “Acknowledgements” on page 26 for members of the 
2013 Homecoming Committee.
MEETINGS
The committee held meetings monthly from September this past 
year, except for January and July.
MEMBERSHIP
See “Acknowledgements” on page 26 for members of the 
2012/2013 Avondale Alumni Association Committee.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The committee is thankful for the support Avondale administra-
tors, alumni and staff members, particularly those in Advance-
ment, have given to the association and its service to Avondale.
9Friday, August 23, 7.30 PM
Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
7.28
Welcome  Professor Ray Roennfeldt (1973)
  President
  Avondale College of Higher Education 
Praise and worship “Holy Holy Holy”/“Open The Eyes Of My Heart” 
 “Made Me Glad” Band and Congregation
Service presentations Student Mission 
Prayer  Pr Moe Ioane Stiles (1993)
Offering Avondale Alumni Association Community Service Prize Keira Bullock (1993) 
Praise and worship “Cornerstone” and “Jesus At The Centre” Band and Congregation
Responsive reading “We Honour God First” Keira Bullock
Roll call and citation (1983)  Brenton Stacey, reader
  Dr Paul Rankin (1983), presenter
  Pr Don Hoskens (1983), recipient
Roll call and citation (1993)  Brenton Stacey, reader
  Duane Vickerey (1993) care of Dr Cedric Grieve, recipient
Roll call and citation (2003)  Brenton Stacey, reader
  Lorinda Bruce (2003), presenter
  Moe Ioane Stiles (2003), recipient
Citation (Young Alumnus of the Year)  Cornelius Szeszeran, reader
  President
  Avondale Alumni Association
  Allyson Allen, presenter
  Vice-president
  Avondale Alumni Association
  Melissa Fischer, recipient
Spoken word “I Am Christianity” Pr Eddie Hypolite
  Senior minister
  Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Item “Unredeemed” Band
Message “You Will Always Have The Poor With You” Jerry Unser
  Mentoring coordinator
  Emmanuel College
Item “We Speak To Nations” Band
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Reflections service
Saturday, August 24, 9.30 AM
Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Preludes  Joshua Walker, Stephen Walker, Caleb Cho and Joshua Cho, organ
Praise and worship “Power In The Blood”/“Leaning On The Everlasting Arms” 
 “He Has Made Me Glad”/“Blessed Be The Lord God Almighty”/ Band and
 “As The Deer”/“There Is A Redeemer” Congregation
Welcome and prayer  Dr Barry Gane (1973)
  Head of School, School of Ministry and Theology
  Avondale College of Higher Education
For a greater vision  Pr Daron Pratt (1993), interviewer
  Amanda Bews (1993) and
  Julian Archer (1993), interviewees
Offering Student Mission 
Offertory “O Worship The King” Jade Newman, organ
Roll call and citation (1943)  Brenton Stacey, reader
  Pr Raymond Richter (1943), presenter
  Pr Sydney Stocken (1943), recipient
Roll call and citation (1953)  Brenton Stacey, reader
  Graham Mitchell (1953), presenter
 Dr Tom Ludowici (1953) care of Stephen Ludowici and Kerrie Stepniak, recipient
Roll call and citation (1963)  Brenton Stacey, reader
  Pr Carole Ferch-Johnson (1963), presenter
  Robyn Stanton (1963) care of Ross Stanton, recipient
Roll call and citation (1973)  Brenton Stacey, reader
  Steve Piez, presenter
  Pr Gordon Stafford (1973), recipient
Item “Eternal Life” Dr Barry Hill, baritone
  Valmai Hill, piano
For a greater vision  Daron Pratt, interviewer
  Pr David Currie (1973) and
  Karen Maberly (1973, 2003), interviewees
Praise and worship “Great Is Thy Faithfulness”/“Soon” Band and
  Congregation
Benediction  Dr Andrew Matthes (1993)
  Senior lecturer, School of Education
  Avondale College of Higher Education
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Saturday, August 24, 11.15 PM
Avondale College Seventh-day Adventist Church
Prelude “Soon” Avondale Chamber Orchestra (ACO) and
  Institute of Worship Orchestra (IoWO)
Call to Worship “Hear My Prayer” The Promise
Welcome  Pr Don Bain (1963)
Hymns and Songs of Praise “Be Unto Your Name” ACO, IoWO, Avondale Singers (AS),
 “For All The Saints” Congregation and
  Aleta King, praise and worship leader
Prayer  Pr Carole Ferch-Johnson (1963) 
Offering Homecoming Expenses Allan Butler (1963)
Offertory “Love Divine” Avondale String Orchestra and IoWO 
Citation (Alumna of the Year)  Cornelius Szeszeran, reader
  President
  Avondale Alumni Association
  Colin Crabtree, presenter
  Secretary
  Avondale Alumni Association Committee
  Helen Hall care of Michelle Long, recipient
Citation (Alumnus of the Year)  Cornelius Szeszeran, reader
  Janet Rieger, presenter
  Vice-president
  Avondale Alumni Association
  Pr Eric Davey (1963), recipient
Scripture reading  Jeanette Moss (1963)
Choir anthem “The Lord’s Prayer” AS
Sermon “The Way We Were” Dr Bryan Ball
  Honorary senior research fellow
  Avondale College of Higher Education 
Hymn “Be Thou My Vision” ACO, IoWO, AS 
  and Congregation
Benediction  Bryan Ball
Choral Benediction “Now Unto Him” ACO, IoWO and AS
Postlude “The Power Of The Cross” ACO and IoWO
Worship service
1 2
Welcome  Dr Lyell Heise
 “The Kingdom Of Heaven” (Gough, arr. Pudney) The Promise (TP) and
  Avondale Jazz Ensemble
Launch: Conservatorium of Music, Avondale College of Higher Education 
Opening remarks  Lyell Heise
The Armed Man: A Mass For Peace (Jenkins) “The Armed Man” Avondale Chamber Orchestra (ACO),
  Institute of Worship Orchestra (IoWO) and
  Avondale Singers (AS)
 “Kyrie” Kimberley Jones, soprano,
  ACO, IoWO and AS
 “Save Me From Bloody Men” ACO, IoWO and AS
 “Sanctus” ACO, IoWO and AS
 “Hymn Before Action” ACO, IoWO and AS
Freewill offering War and Peace Expenses Lyell Heise
 “Pastyme With Good Company” (Henry VIII)/“Ronde” (Susato)/
 “Trumpet Menuet” (Händel) Avondale Guitar Ensemble
The Armed Man: A Mass For Peace (Jenkins) “Charge” ACO, IoWO and AS
 “Angry Flames” TP, ACO and IoWO
 “Torches” TP, ACO, IoWO and AS
 “Agnus Dei” ACO, IoWO and AS
 “Now The Guns Have Stopped” Emily Thomas, mezzo soprano,
  ACO and IoWO
 “Benedictus” Gavin Clark, cello,
  ACO, IoWO and AS
 “Better Is Peace” ACO, IoWO and AS
Closing remarks  Lyell Heise
Processional “Shalom” (Traditional) AS
Musical director: Aleta King, director, Avondale Conservatorium  Avondale Chamber Orchestra and Institute of Worship Orchestra: Aleta King, conductor; Dr Sohyun Eastham, concert 
master  Avondale Guitar Ensemble: Terry Latham, director  Avondale Jazz Ensemble: David Pudney, director  Avondale Singers: Aleta King, director; Claire Howard Race, piano accompanist 
The Promise: Aleta King, artistic director  Voice tutor: Ghillian Sullivan  Master of ceremonies: Dr Lyell Heise, director, Institute of Worship, Seventh-day Adventist Church in the South Pacific
7.00 PM • SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 2013 • AVONDALE COLLEGE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH • FREE
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1943
AVELING Donald
BEST George
BLACKBURNE Myra
BOBIN George
CALDWELL David
CHUNG Pearl
COZENS M Bert
CRAIG Betty
DEANE Joyce
DWIGHT Alan
HALLIDAY Donald
HARRISON Roy
HEATON Joyce
HOWSE Eileen
LEE Christina
LUDLOW John
MABERLEY Frank
MILLSOM Reginald
MITCHELL Wilburt
RICHTER Raymond
ROBERTS Harold
SHARKEY Heather
SOUTHWELL George
STOCKEN Sydney
STRATFORD Orina
STREETER Edward
ten CAMP Ellie
THRIFT Leila
THRIFT Milton
TIMMS Reginald
TURNER Helen
WILSON Joyce
WILTSHIRE Alvin
1953
BAILEY Annette
BAIS Hendrik
BATES Vera
BAXTER Gillian
COCKS Clifford
CORKER Maye
CROUDSON Jean
DAVISON Dorothy
DOBLE Violet
EAGER Hedley
ENGELBRECHT Janet
FAULL Beverley
FERRIS Marilyn
FITZCLARENCE Margaret
GOTTS Robert
GRIEVE Bevan
HADDOW Margaret
HALE Jean
HALE Mabel
HARTH Valerie
HAWKES Alvan
HAY David
HENSHAW Audrey
HUNTER Elaine
JONES Helen
KONG Jonathan
LAWSON David
LEEDER Annette
LUDOWICI Thomas
MARR William
MARTIN Douglas
McBRYDE Pamela
McGOWAN Ruth
MILLS Anita
MITCHELL Graham
OSGOOD Pamela
PIERARD Elaine
RUGE Colin
SEBERRY Roy
SHEFFIELD Malcolm
SISSON Rosemary
TOMPSON Ruth
TROOD Robert
1963
ADDERTON Margaret
ALLUM John
ALLUM Ruth
ARMSTRONG Lesley
AUSTIN Margriet
BAIN Donald
BALLARD Keith
BANKS John
BARDEN Diane
BASSINGTHWAIGHTE 
Joy
BOYD Robyn
BOYLE Carelle
BROWN Graeme
BRRU Redai
BRUCE Merle
BUCKNELL Janet
BURNSIDE Lorelley
BUTLER Allan
BUTLIN Edith
CALVERT Christopher
CARR Gloria
CHAN Sephora
CHANG Rohald
CHANT Kay
CHEUNG Ronald
CHRISTIAN Marilyn
CHU Laurence
CHUNG David
CLAUS Paul
COWLEY Philip
CRACKNELL Frederick
CRAIG Jeanette
CREIGHTON Heather
DALEY Valerie
DODDS Brian
DUFFY Beverley
EAGER Jillian
EAGER Warren
Class of 1943.
Class of 1953.
Roll call
These class lists serve as a catalyst to reunite friends at Homecoming. All former Avondale College of Higher Education staff members 
and students, particularly those from the honour years, are welcome to attend Homecoming. Each honour year presents a citation to a 
class representative. The Homecoming Committee does its best to ensure these lists are accurate and complete. Contact the Avondale 
Alumni Association to advise of any mistakes or omissions.
Honour years
1943, 1953, 1963, 1973, 1983, 1993, 2003
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ALUMNI HERITAGE WALK
ENGRAVE YOUR NAME IN STONE; HELP PRESERVE OUR HERITAGE
Avondale Alumni Association launched its heritage walk at Homecoming in 1999 
to raise money to preserve and restore the heritage features of Avondale’s Lake 
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pavers etched with the names of Avondale alumni or Friends of Avondale.
The first paver bears the name of Laura Kent, at 108, Avondale’s oldest living alumni 
until her death in February 2008.
The association invites Avondale alumni or Friends of Avondale to make a $175 tax-
deductible donation to have their names etched on a paver.
Avondale will place the paver in the walk as a permanent reminder of your donation.
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EPPS Gloria
FAULL Brian
FRIEND Maxwell
GAFF Dale
GALWEY Patricia
GIBLETT Beverley
GOOD Patricia
GORRY Frank
GRAVE Carole
GREEN Barbara
GROSSER Lorraine
HAMMOND Orel
HANSEN Donald
HANSEN Inge-Lise
HENNESSEY Barbara
HESS Cedric
HILL Keith
HOLLAND June
HOWELL Patricia
HUNT Joan
HUNTER Valma
JULL Raymond
KREJCI Jaroslav
LATTO Mavis
LEE Phoebe
LEONG Anna
LING Helen
LIVERSIDGE William
LOCKYER Ann
MAHARAJ Bimla
MAHARAJ Sambhu
MAHARAJ Sonny
MASON Owen
MILLER May
MILLER Peter
NEEDHAM Carolyn
NIXON Roger
NORTH Elaine
PASCOE Ruth
PAUNER Geoffrey
PHARE Charles
PHILLIPS Marilyn
PORTER George
PORTER Robert
REYE Dennis
RICE Desmond
ROBERTS Bryan
ROBERTS Michael
ROSE Howard
ROWDEN Elizabeth
ROWE Rosemay Jannette
SAVIGE Alan
SEARLE Robyn
SEMENJUK Marion
SERES Pamela
SHEFFLER Cherie
SMITH Alan
STACKELROTH Lynette
STOKES Roger
TAYLOR Kelvin
THOMSON Nerelle
TURNBULL Carol
UTTLEY Morris
VAN DER WALL Brenda
WALKER Alan
WALLACE Merrilee
WARD Gwennyth 
WEST David
WHITTAKER Janelle
WHITTAKER Janette
WICKES Julienne
WILSON John
WILTON Berwyn
WOOLLEY David
YATES June
1973
ALLEN Ron
ALLEN Ronald John
AUNE Bjorn
AVELING Neil
BAIS Sue
BALDWIN Graeme
BALDWIN Kathleen
BASHAM Narelle
BATH Bob
BERKETA Ray
BERNETT Delmae
BLENKIRON Linda
BOYD Lurline
BRANSTER Karen
BRITTEN Sue
BROOMHALL Robert
BROWNING Michael
BRUNNER Glenda
BURFORD Haydon
BURTON Lynn
BUTLER Allan
CABLE Russell
CARSTAIRS Marlene
CARSTAIRS Shirley
CERNIK Julia
CHAPMAN Delys
CHIN John Lee
CHUANG Chian 
CLAPHAM Bronwyn
CLARK Alan
CLARK Gail
CLIFFORD Colleen
COE Gary
CORBET Rhonda
COURTNEY Dan
COWLED Chris
COWLEY Diane
CRAMPTON Gayle
CROOK John
CURRIE David
DANSIE Ann
DAWES Peter
DE RUITER Bevan
DOUGLAS Katherine
EDWARDS Judy
FEHLBERG Bronwyn
FERRIS Christine
FIELD Diane
FRAHM Chris
GALLAGHER Edwin
GANE Barry
GARRETT Denise
GARRICK Bruce
GREENWELL Eric
GREENWOOD Gayle
HAWKINS Wayne
HAY Helen
HEAGNEY Norman
HEATH Cheryl
HEITMANN Maurice
HILL Lin
HISCOX David
HOSSACK Fred
IBBOTSON Elizabeth
JAKOWLEW Vera
JEFFRIES Aaron
JOHNSON Les
KING Shirley
Class of 1963.
Class of 1973.
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KINGSTON Andrew
KNOWLES Gary
LEE Michella
LITTLE Yvonne
LIVINGSTON Eric
LOGIE Robert
LOMMAN Phillip
LOW Kenneth
LOWELL Tarling
LUCHOW Ralph
MABERLY Clifton
MACFARLANE Heather
MARKS Barbara
MARTIN Douglas
MAYWALD Noel
McCABE Robert
McGRUDDY Peter
MELVILLE Melonie
MILLAR Murray
MILLER Raymond
MOSELEY Jo Anne
NEWMAN Lew
NEWMAN Neroli
NEWMAN Shirley
OLIVER Barry
OGRIN Vesna
PASCO Darina
PATERSON Carolyn
POTTS Malcolm
PUGH Martin
PURNELL Roslyn
RADLEY Graeme
REID Laurelle
REID Ross
ROBERTSON David
ROBINSON Lloyd
ROENNFELDT Ray
ROSENBERG Jennifer
SATCHELL Janine
SCHULTZ John
SCOTT Ken
SHARP Marilyn
SHEEHY Daniel
SHUTTLEWORTH Brian
SMALL Margaret
SODEMAN Lee-Anne
SOUTHWARD Peter
STAFFORD Bettie
STAFFORD Gordon
STAFFORD Kevin
STAFFORD Margaret
STOCKEN Delmae
STOUT Linley
TARLING Lowell
TAUSERE Nemani
TAYLOR Arthur
THOMPSON Lloyd
TILLEY Elizabeth
TINDALL Robyn
TIRADHANAKORN 
Rungnapa
TODD Brian
VYSMA Heino
WALDRIP Bruce
WALSHE Allan
WEBCKE Petal
WEBER Lynn 
WEEKES Julene
WELLS John
WEMYSS William
WESTACOTT Warren
WHITTAKER Sue
WILKINSON Brenton
WILKINSON Terry
WILLS Loretta
YOB Iris
ZEMAN Edo
1983
ADAMS Kerry
AFA Debra
ALEXIS Astar
ANDREWS John
ANDREWS Susan
ATKINSON Stephen
AXTHELM Susan
AZALI Irmawati
BAILEY Debra
BAILEY John
BARBER Leeta
BATTEN Jennifer
BAUER Ian
BEAUMONT Janelle
BINNS Kerrie
BLAGDEN David
BODDEY Kerrie
BRICE Janelle
BRIGHTON Lea-Anne
BROWN Graeme
BROWN Kim
BROWN Phillip
BUCKLEY Barbara
CARLSEN Lynette
CARTER Brendon
CLIFFORD Dennis
COCKBURN Robyn
CRAIG Marilyn
DABSON John
DABSON Michael
DUNCAN Russel
DYSON Chris
EAGER Carol
EVERINGHAM Wayne
FABRIEK Harmen
FATNOWNA Trudy
FERGUSON Sandra
FITZCLARENCE Denise
FITZCLARENCE Graeme
FLEMMING Adrian
FREE Adele
GOODS Lorraine
GOULD Joanne
GRANGER Ashley
GRAY Karen
HAGEN Sandra
HALE Sandra
HALLIDAY Marion
HAMILTON Hilary
HEAD Ann-Marie
HEINICKE Patricia
HILL Ian
HODGKIN Peter
HOJWANIUK Annette
HONAN Michelle
HONEY June
HOSKEN Donald
HOUGH Deirdre
HUGHES Heather
HULLS Annette
HUTTON John
JACKSON Melinda
JAKUPEC Julie
JAKUPEC Milan
JELFS Eric
JUDD Linda
KEITLEY Debbie
KEMP Bradley
KNAPP Delys
KNIGHT Philip
KOZIOL Daniel
LADLOW John
LANG Sharon
LAWSON Jennifer
LAWSON Kaylene
LEE Jacqueline
LEES Colin
LOUWEN Hank
MADGWICK Karen
MARKS Neil
MARTIN Chrys
MARTLEW Lisa
MATTNER Tania
McKENZIE George
MILLS Carolyn
MILNE Judith
MITCHELL Christine
MIYAMOTO Yasuki
MLADJEN Dragan
MOON Sharon
MOWBRAY Lorna
NIGHTINGALE Peter
NORRIS John
O’BRIEN Calvin
O’HARA Sharon
OKESENE Neone
PAGET Lerryn
PAHL Sheryn
PASCOE Jennifer
PATEL Anil
PATTERSON Allan
PEARCE Darren
PETERS Joanne
PIEZ Glenda
PORTER Genia
POWELL Suzanne
PRICE Kymmarie
PRYCE Michelle
Nursing class of 1983.
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RANKIN Paul
RATU Saula
READ Catherine
RICE Leigh
RIGGINS Scott
RINSMA Robert
ROBERTS Esther
ROBINSON Kenneth
ROBINSON Rosemary
SCHICK Alvin
SIMPSON Irene
SKINNER Jacqueline
SMITH Lionel
SMITH Monique
STANLEY Raymond
STANTON Wendy
STOHR Maarten
SUMMERSELL Rosalie
SYMES David
TARRANT Sarita
THOMSON Gary
THORPE Debbie
TILL Elizabeth
TODD Cheryl
TOEPFER Sally
TOLHURST Sharon
VALDEREMAO Rachel
VERNON Stephanie
VYSMA Sharlene
WADD Nelda
WALDRIP Marvin
WALKER Karen
WALTERS Lyle
WEBB Lyndon
WEERTS Michael
WIGGLESWORTH John
WILL Jennifer
WILLIAMS Robyn
WILLIAMS Ula
WILSON Colin
WILSON Lynnee
WINTER Eric
WOLD Russell
WRANKMORE Lynette
WRIGHT Michelle
ZANCO Lorraine
1993
ABEL David
ABRAHAMS Vicki
ACUNA Victor
ANDERSON Marvin
ANGUS Grant
ARCHER Julian
ASHBY Jonathon
ATCHESON Matthew
AU Yu Yuk
BARKER Leslea
BARRETT Neville
BATTERHAM Micheal
BECK Rachel
BEHRENS Julie
BENNETT Joanne
BERGNER Ingrid
BEWS Amanda
BICHARD Angela
BLACK Melissa
BLANCH De-Anne
BOWEN Julie
BRIGHT Gail
BROWNE Jason
BROWNING Carla-Jayne
BROWNLOW Andrew
BUTTON Fiona
CARR Geoffrey
CARSON Paul
CARTER Melissa
CHAPMAN Natalie
CHAPPELL Kerryn
CHARITY Sharyn
CHILCOTT Mandy
CHOW Chiffron
CONRAD Bobster
COOK Jane
COOKE Julie-Ann
COOMBS Anthony
COOMBS Paul
COX Anthony
CRAIG Bevan
CURNUCK Helen
DARKO Jane
DAVEY Renee
DAVIS Craig
DAWKINS Nicole
DE SOTO Bilyana
DEPPELER Melanie
DIXON Dene
DIXON Julie-Kaye
DOBSON Merilyn
DOSE Peter
DREW Nicole
DUNCAN Hope
DUNCAN Michael
EVANS Elwyn
FALCONER Mark
FARRUGIA Theresa
FERNANDEZ Mary
FITTOCK Darlene
FITTOCK Nerida
FLEMING Rachel
FLEMMING Raelean
FLETCHER James
FLYNN Robert
FOERTSCH Michael
FRANKS Gail
GALLAGHER Michael
GATE Lisa
GAZSIK Nathan
GEELAN Rosalie
GILES Nicola
GODFREY Kenton
GORRY Darin
GORRY Frank
GOULD Tina
GOYEN Elizabeth
GRADY Tanya
GRAY James
GRAY Linley
GREEN Tanya
GREENWELL Justin
GREENWOOD Neil
HACKWELL Yvonne
HAIN Brendon
HALL Emily
HANSFORD Cristopher
HART Susan
HASSEN Linda
HEISE Lee-Ann
HERNANDEZ Roxane
HIGGINS Leanne
HITCHICK Fiona
HOBSON Brian
HOLLOWAY Samantha
HOUSE Margaret
HUGHES Stacey
HUMPHRIES Kylie
HYLAND Fiona
HYLAND Vanessa
IMRIE Philippa
JACKSON Tracy
JAGIELLO Janusz
JAMES Steven
JOHANSON Kenton
JOHNSTON Julia
JULL Lindy
KENT Michael
KLICIN Cherie
KNOECHEL Sally
KUEH Colin
LANE Lynette 
LANE Melinda
LAWLER Matthew
LAWSON Guy
LEWIS Sonya
LINYARD Graham
LOHMANN Bradley
LOHMANN Rosalee
MARTIN Bryan
MARTIN Susan
MASSEY Yvette
MATTHES Andrew
MATTHES Robyn
MATTHEWS Denis
McPHEE Bernice
MENKENS Fiona
MILLER Kerry
MITCHELL Jodi
MITCHELL Stephen
MURRAY Brett
NIKOLAS Rilanda
NOLAN Raylene
NORMAN Emma
NORTH Melinda
OLSEN Martin
OLSON Stephanie
PAIBOONSIRIRAT 
Wantanee
Class of 1993.
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Honour years
1943, 1953, 1963, 1973, 1983, 1993, 2003
1943 1953
1963 1973
1983 1993
2003
Yearbooks
Avondale College of Higher Education’s Annual 
Appeal raised $144,000 to not only restore but 
enhance the historic Music and Greer Halls on its 
Lake Macquarie campus.
Work completed includes: improving drainage; 
increasing security and storage; installing air-condi-
tioning in every classroom, office and rehearsal room; 
repainting exteriors and interiors; replacing broken 
windows, guttering and rotten timber beams; repoint-
ing mortar between bricks; re-polishing floorboards; 
and re-plastering ceilings.
“You choose to give more than you normally would. 
Your generosity is now improving the Avondale experi-
ence for our music students. They thank you, and I 
thank you.”—Professor Ray Roennfeldt, president, 
Avondale College of Higher Education
THANK YOU
ANNUAL APPEAL RAISES $144,000
annualappeal_thankyou_100.indd   1 31/07/13   12:32 PM
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PALIPANE Shane
PANNEKOEK Luke
PEAK Rowena
PEARCE Mark
PEASON Jane-Maree
PEERS Warren
PETERSON Prudence
PHETCHAREUN 
Khamsay
PHILLIPS Katrina
POSALA Geoff
PRATT Daron
RAMSWARUP Salesh
RATIETA Denise
REID Malcolm
REILLY David
RENFREW Colin
RICHARDSON Catherine
ROBERTS Debbie
ROBERTSON Claressa
ROFE Matthew
RORICH Craig
ROSENBERG Eldon
RUDGE Craig
RUTHVEN Janelle
SATU George
SAVAGE Althea
SCALE Darryl
SELVAM Charlotte
SIMONSEN Carl
SKENE Janelle
SMITH Victoria
SPARROHAWK Damon
STONE Danielle
STRATFORD Jonathan
SULLIVAN Teena
SUTTON Philip
SWEENY Matthew
TAKEI Naomi
TAME Deidre
TAME Karen
TARBURTON Krystelle
TAYLOR Kathleen
TEE Hway
TINWORTH Karen
TOOBY Vanessa
TRUSCOTT Sally
TRUSCOTT William 
TSANOV Athena
TUCKER Jane
TUITAMA-ROBERTS 
Odette
TULEVU Peni
TUPA’I Edward
TURNBULL Denise
ULLRICH Robyn
VALEONTIS Kerryn
VAN DER MEULEN 
Sandra
VICKERY Duane
WADLEY Leigh-Anne
WALLACE Sharon
WALMSLEY Karen
WALSHE Hayley
WARNER Raeanne
WATHERSTON Sherrie
WELLS Janelle
WERE Carlyle
WHITE Rachel
WILLIAMS Dinah
WILLIS Deborah
WILLIS Sharna-Lee
WILMOTH Robert
WINDLE Leah
WOLLASTON Janelle
WONG Jennie
WONG Maggie
WONG Stephen
WONG Yuk Ling
WORKER Maree
WRIGHT Lisa
WYNSTRA Heidi
WYNSTRA Jason
YIP Suet Yee
ZASKA Teresa
2003
AH SAM Jillayne
AITKEN Brett
ALCORN Matthew
ALEFAIO Dawn
ALLAN Zebulan
ALOFIA-SEUPULE 
Juliette
ANDRADE Rosalinda
ARBUCKLE Tracey
ARMSTRONG Dianne
ATKINS Daniel
BAGULEY Daniel
BAIRD Jodie
BAKER Benjamin
BARNHART Kali
BARROW Dawn
BATTEN Shannon
BAYLEY Matthew
BENNETT Heath
BERGMANN Michelle
BERTHELOT Nathan
BEVERIDGE Melinda
BIDMEAD Melissa
BLANK Roxanne
BLYDE Bobbie
BOEHM Wayne
BOND Renee
BOOTH Nardia
BOOYENS Carmen
BOSNJAKOVIC Melissa
BRUCE Lorinda
BULLOCK Keira
BURTON Nicole
CADUNGOG Virgilio
CALCULLI Luba
CAMPBELL Quentin
CARSON Cheryl
CERDENOLA Maritess
CHA Sung 
CHAPMAN Peter
CHERRY Ashton
CHEW Wan Ling
CHIN Betty
CLARK Alastair
CLARK Karen
CLARK Michelle
CLARK Stuart
COBB Manuel
COLLETT Bradley
COLTHEART Stephen
CONNOLLY Ben
CRABB Roslyn
CRICK Lucy
CROMBIE Jeffrey
CROSDALE Louise
DALEY Bernard
DAVIS Kristie
DENNIS Tanya
DEVINE Neroli
DOOWA Amarjit
DOUGHERTY Shontell
DZVAIRO Coline
EASTWICK Malcolm
EGAN Christine
EJURANGO Roy
ELMES Paul
FERNANDEZ Joseph
FERRY Joshua
FIAALII Shanelle
FODOR Susan
FUENTES Pedro
FULWOOD Renee
GIBLETT Barbara
GOLD Kelly
GOSLING Tamera
GOULD Theresa
GRAYSON Callum
GREIVE Lester
GUDZE Aaron
GULLICK Joanne
HARDER Erika
HARDER Juanita
HARDER Russell
HARKER Rebecca
HARRIS Mitchell
HAWKINS Richelle 
HERGENHAN Nancy
HERGENHAN Ronda
HOLAHAN Shane
HOLLINGSWORTH Kate
HOPKINS Catherine
HOSEA Angela
HOWIE Luke
HOWIE Wilaikanya
HUDSON Raymond
HUGHES Jonathon
HUMBLE Lorissa
HUNT Sarah
IOANE Moe
IONITA Monique
School of Aviation students 2003.
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ISAACS Karen
JANAKIJOVSKA Elena
JELFS Amie
JENSEN Anthony
JINKS Rosslyn
JOHNSON Eddy
JOHNSON Stuart
JONES David
KAMBO Joyce
KAVUR Jennifer
KIM Boh-Yeon
KINGSTON Rebecca
KINNEY Christopher
KLEINIG Benjamin
KNOPPER Stephanie
LAIKUM Eseta
LESLIE Kelli-Jo
LI Dan
LOCK Kent
LOTH Kim
LUMSDEN Andrew
LYNCH Joanne
MABERLY Karen
MAEDER Helen
MAGGS Jedda
MANNERS Kristy
MANSOUR Nader
MARTIN Justin
MARTIN Levi
MARTIN Luke
MARTINEZ Dianna
McCLINTOCK Kenneth
McCONNELL Sina
McCROSTIE Andrew
MEDHURST Mervalyn
MEHMET Adam
MELVILLE Braddan
MERCER Bradley
MILLAR Ruth
MILLER Susanne
MITCHELL Katherine
MONGE Gecsabel
MORGAN Kai
MORTON Lindsay
MUIRHEAD Karen
NAKITENDE Bessie
NEALE Mere
NEWBOLD Alan
NGUYEN Quy Thi
NICHOLLS Rhys
NORMAN Sarah
OLIVARES Richard
OSORIO Liliana
PADDISON Jenny
PITAKIA Joseph
PORCH Ben
POTTER Matthew
PRASAD Irish
PRASAD Mary
PRATT Gregory
PRZYBYLKO Daniel
RABE Kylie
RABE Michael
RADDE James
RADFORD Joshua
RANDALL Heidi
RASMUSSON Amber
RAVIKUMAR Reena
REDMAN Calvin
REYE Rebecca
REYNOLDS Vanessa
RICE Robert
RICHARDSON Chantel
ROBERTSON Elizabeth
ROBSON Ainslie
RYAN Natasha
SANFORD Terence
SCALE Delwyn
SCHEP Vanessa
SCHUR Kristie-Lee
SELINGER Tracey
SHELDRICK Calvin
SHIPARD Angela
SKEGGS Andrew
SLEE Katie
SMITH Aimee
SMITH Lee-Anne
SONTER Ian
SORMIN Sunipa
SPARKE Suzanne
SPENCER Fiona
STEWART Joshua
STREATFEILD Brett
TAMPUBOLON Yan
TAYLOR Damien
TAYLOR Lurline
TEMO Joy
TEULILO Timothy
TEW Tereena
THOMSON-MANGNALL 
Linda
TITIMANU Ulufale
TOPIA Helen
TRAJKOV Karmen
TREBBLE Deborah
TRUSCOTT William
TUNI Malia
TYNAN Dane
UHILA Sekope
UNAGAM Benjamin
VAIFALE Maureen
VAUGHAN Shelley
VETTER Jared
VINK Elsa-Lee
WALL Hayden
WARD Sharee
WASTNEY Bryce
WELCH Ashley
WHEATLEY Katherine
WILLIAMSON Rebecca
WILLIAMSON-RYLE 
Nichol
WOTHERSPOON Vanese
YOUNG Benjamin
YOUNG Shelley
ZASKA Lew 
ZYDERVELD Corrie
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Citations
Helen Hall
Helen Hall’s commitment to service began after she graduated 
from the Australasian Missionary College in 1959. A descend-
ent of hardy pioneers from the outback, Helen wanted to teach 
in what is now Papua New Guinea but Seventh-day Adventist 
Church leaders hesitated before agreeing to send a single female. 
She soon returned to Australia for family reasons—it would be 20 
years before another opportunity came.
If Helen had her way, she would have served in Nepal, from which 
she began an overland trip to England. “I wanted to go to a cold 
place because I sparkle in the cold and wither in the heat.” But 
influenced by a friend, she took a year’s leave of absence in 1982 
to teach in a government school 
among the Karen refugees in 
northwestern Thailand. “When I 
saw the people, and the poverty, I 
couldn’t leave.”
With less than 100 students and a 
handful of poorly trained teachers, 
Helen founded Eden Valley Acad-
emy, a school she has nurtured 
for three decades as principal. Her 
graduates sit for external examina-
tions, which qualify them to enrol 
in undergraduate degrees and to 
work for the government and other 
entities. Former students also become co-teachers. Thousands 
have joined the church through baptism.
Their resilience inspires Helen. She had decided to leave the 
school after dismantling the buildings and moving the materi-
als for a third time to escape cross-border fighting, “but when I 
looked at the students, I thought, If they can do it, why can’t I?”
Helen has been recognised for her service, receiving the Associa-
tion of Adventist Women’s Woman of the Year award in 2005, the 
Medal of the Order of Australia in 2006 and an honorary Doctor 
of Humane Letters from Andrews University (Berrien Springs, 
Michigan, USA) in 2010.
The Avondale Alumni Association honours Helen Hall for her 
lifelong commitment to the mission service of the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church and to the ministry of education.—Brenton 
Stacey/with David Gibbons and Mark Kellner
Pr Eric Davey
Pr Eric Davey worked as a livestock dealer when his faith journey 
began. He became a Seventh-day Adventist in 1960 after at-
tending an evangelistic series presented by Pr George Burnside 
in Adelaide and six moths later started selling church literature. 
Graduating from the Australasian Missionary College in 1963, Eric 
continued to sell as the student literature evangelist team leader 
in Tasmania. When the students returned, he stayed and sold the 
most copies of Your Bible And You in the South Pacific that year.
A call to South Australia as the church’s assistant publishing 
secretary followed in 1964. Eric would soon move into local 
church ministry—his ordination came in 1972. A year later, Eric 
studied the Bible with indigenous 
Australian Barney Lennon in Port 
Augusta then in Coober Pedy—
Barney’s baptism, with others, 
was a first for the church there. 
“Barney learnt to read from the 
Bible while dogging with his father 
and several other men,” says Eric. 
“He read about the Sabbath and 
when I told him about the church 
and that its members worshipped 
on the seventh day, asked, ‘Can I 
come, too?’ My interest in working 
with Aboriginal people began with 
Barney.”
Called to Darwin after Cyclone Tracy, Eric continued his regional 
ministry by establishing a church in Alice Springs in 1976 and, 
after accepting a call as a departmental director for the church 
in Western Australia, helped re-establish the church’s Aboriginal 
ministry in the state. Eric would spend the rest of his working life 
and then some in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Ministries 
for the church in the South Pacific (15 years), in Australia (six 
years) and in South Australia (five years as a volunteer). Over this 
time, Eric helped establish the Karalundi Aboriginal Education 
Centre and Mamarapha College.
“Without the support of my wife, Maxine, and our five children, I 
would not have been able to minister as I have,” says Eric.
The Avondale Alumni Association honours Pr Eric Davey for his 
service to the Seventh-day Adventist Church and for his ministry 
to indigenous Australians.—Brenton Stacey
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Melissa Fischer
The Philippines has played an influential role in the life of Melissa 
Fischer. It’s the birthplace of her mother, who raised Melissa and 
her brother after the death of their father in a car accident, and 
the country to which Melissa may return for mission service.
In 2007, the final year of her study at Avondale College, 
Melissa took 10 of her nursing classmates to an orphanage 
in Dumaguete, the capital of the province of Negros Oriental. 
They cared for 30 children. They also ran a children’s club and 
presented health talks in the beachside town of Basay and wit-
nessed the baptisms of 10 prisoners as part of a local Seventh-
day Adventist church outreach.
Melissa returned to the Philippines 
with her family for four months 
in 2010, helping local Adventist 
churches run children’s clubs and 
health programs. She also helped 
with medical emergencies—a 
boy with a broken arm, a mother 
whose contractions began well 
before she could make it to hospi-
tal and the death of a two-month-
old baby.
The travel experience began 
with the move from Melbourne 
to Avondale. Melissa found leaving home hard but soon found 
living with those who held similar beliefs and values easy. “I 
made lifelong friends, friends from all around the world,” she 
says. Melissa’s role as pastoral assistant at Fox Valley Seventh-
day Adventist Community Church would have helped—she 
provided a link between the Faculty of Nursing and Health, for 
which she provided the face for its marketing material, and the 
church.
Melissa has nursed at Sydney Adventist Hospital and for Regal 
Health Services in Sydney, and at the BlueCross Baradine Aged 
Care Residence and the Royal Children’s Hospital in Melbourne. 
She married Zachary Fischer in February this year and plans to 
complete a Master of Nursing in child and family health.
The Avondale Alumni Association honours Melissa Fischer for 
her commitment to service and for her contribution to ministry.—
Brenton Stacey
Young Alumnus of the Year
2013
Pr Sydney Stocken
“My dream began with [explorer] Dr David Livingstone,” says Pr 
Sydney Stocken. “The story of his adventures excited me and 
gave me a clear and definite purpose. I would be a missionary, 
too!” The dream would motivate Sydney throughout his life.
Working as a mechanical engineer in his hometown of Padding-
ton, New South Wales, Sydney saved fervently to attend the Aus-
tralasian Missionary College. While at college, Sydney took every 
opportunity to learn more about the people to whom he wanted 
to minister. He made friends with many from the Pacific, taking 
time to learn more about their culture, and began learning Pidgin 
English on the advice of a returned New Guinea missionary. But 
Hebrew and Greek, he says, were 
subjects merely to be endured.
Following his graduation, Sydney, 
the president of his class, married 
college sweetheart Beryl Johanson 
and spent the next two years as a 
minister in Adelaide and Whyalla. 
Sydney, though, was anxious to 
set off for foreign lands. “I had no 
desire to be a ‘normal’ preacher,” 
he says. “My mind was in New 
Guinea.”
The dream became reality in 1945. 
Sydney and Beryl moved to New Guinea, beginning a mission-
ary posting that would last on and off for the next 25 years. Their 
sons, Leonard and Alwyn, and daughters, Warina and Delmae, 
helped with work in the field.
One of Sydney’s most notable contributions: introducing the Fin-
ger Fone, a miniature gramophone powered by a person’s finger. 
On the discs were recorded the story of the gospel, read in Pidgin 
but translated into as many as 40 local dialects.
After returning to Australia, Sydney ministered in northern New 
South Wales. Following retirement, he resumed pastoral work in 
the South Pacific, including on Lord Howe and Norfolk Islands 
and in Blenheim, New Zealand. He retired again in 1996.
The class of 1943 honours Pr Sydney Stocken for his mission 
service to the Seventh-day Adventist Church in the South Pa-
cific.—Sara Thompson/with Bert Cozens
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Dr Tom Ludowici
Dr Tom Ludowici credits the influence of his father, a general 
practitioner, as the reason he came to the Australasian Missionary 
College. Upon accepting the Seventh-day Adventist message, 
Tom’s father decided to send Tom to Adventist schools instead 
of the family’s traditional alma mater, Sydney Grammar School. 
Teachers at the Burwood Seventh-day Adventist High School also 
encouraged Tom to study at Avondale, a decision that would help 
shape the course of his life.
Tom’s first area of study: accounting. He graduated in 1953 and 
then began a Bachelor of Arts in religion, graduating in 1957. He 
married Pamela Ion in February the following year. The couple 
have a son, Stephen (1961), and a 
daughter, Kerrie (1968).
A career in Seventh-day Adventist 
Church work began in New Zea-
land in 1958. Tom would also work 
in Western Australia, the Northern 
Territory and in Georgia, North 
Carolina, Tennessee and Michigan 
in the United States. During his 
time in Michigan, Tom completed 
a Doctor of Ministry at Andrews 
University.
On his return to Australia, Tom 
began an almost 30-year tenure in chaplaincy at Sydney Advent-
ist Hospital. Among his achievements: establishing a counselling 
service focused on greatest need; establishing a professional 
fraternity of chaplains; establishing a clinical pastoral education 
program; and helping establish the study of the ethical implica-
tions of medical research. Tom served as the first, and only, direc-
tor of the Christian Centre for Bioethics, organising conferences 
at the hospital each year between 1986 and 1994 and in 1996 
and 1998. He also served, from 1985 to 2009, as secretary of the 
Human Research Ethics Committee.
In 2010, Avondale College named its bioethics collection, at more 
than 5000 books and 25 journal subscriptions, one of the largest 
in Australia, in honour of Tom.
The class of 1953 honours Dr Tom Ludowici for demonstrating 
professionalism in the delivery of whole-of-life care and for provid-
ing wisdom at the nexus of faith and science.—Sara Thompson
Robyn Stanton
The late Robyn Stanton thanks in part a neighbour—Dr Ernest 
Gordon McDowell—for encouraging her to attend the Australian 
Missionary College. McDowell, then the director of education for 
the Seventh-day Adventist Church in the South Pacific but soon 
to be principal, lived in Wahroonga, where Robyn completed 
her primary schooling. After matriculating, Robyn enrolled in the 
secretarial then primary teaching courses at Avondale, graduat-
ing from the latter in 1963.
So followed almost 25 years in education, first at the Taroona 
Primary School near Hobart, then in dressmaking and tailoring 
at TasTAFE and, finally, at Hilliard Christian School. Robyn would 
spend nearly as many years again 
helping run the family business, 
Cambridge Sand.
Robyn met husband Ross at 
Avondale—the two were soon 
to celebrate their golden wed-
ding anniversary. “We now have 
friends around the world.” Robyn 
and Ross would raise sons Philip 
(1967) and Mark (1969) while 
Robyn studied at TasTAFE. A 
daughter, Kylie (1973), came later.
The church has benefitted from 
Robyn’s contribution to its administrative and health work. 
Robyn trained nutrition instructors around the state and hosted 
short nutrition programs on two television stations. She also 
served as an executive committee member at the church’s divi-
sion, union and conference levels.
“I have now reached the point in life when I have achieved most 
of my goals,” says Robyn, who died this past month. “I am now 
just looking forward to my Lord’s soon return.”
Robyn enjoyed golfing and watercolour painting. She and Ross 
also joined a mission trip to the Solomons Islands this past year, 
which “gave us the opportunity to help in areas we would not 
have been able to previously.”
The class of 1963 honours Robyn Stanton for her service to 
education and to the Seventh-day Adventist Church.—Brenton 
Stacey
Honour year
1963
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Honour year
1983
Honour year
1973
Pr Gordon Stafford
He could have embarked on a career in aviation, engineering or 
music, but Pr Gordon Stafford says God called him to ministry. He 
served as a colporteur after graduating from high school and then 
as a student missionary in Papua New Guinea a year before his 
graduation from Avondale, an experience that confirmed the call 
and the decision to study at the college. His greatest joy: “seeing 
people find God and turn their lives over to Him.”
Gordon began ministering in New Zealand. He also began taking 
flying lessons. After three years, he received a call to return to 
Papua New Guinea as a district director and as a pilot in the Mo-
robe Mission. Gordon describes flying there as “challenging” and 
taking missionaries and teachers 
over the rugged ranges to remote 
locations as “satisfying.” “The 
angels guided my hands, held the 
wings up, told me what to do and 
gave me the necessary skills, so 
I’m still here but there’s a book full 
of stories there.” Calls to serve as 
an area supervisor then as mission 
president in the Western Highlands 
followed.
A move to education came 
when Gordon served as princi-
pal of Omaura Bible School. The 
experience would help prepare him for another principalship, at 
Mamarapha College in Carmel, Western Australia, where Gordon 
has served for 17 years. The Seventh-day Adventist Church in 
Australia established the Bible college for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islanders in 1997, so Gordon is its first and only principal. 
Besides developing the curriculum and building the infrastructure, 
Gordon finds teaching and resourcing a range of subjects as the 
most interesting part of the job. “It’s forced me to study extensive-
ly in not only ministry and theology but also in computing, culture, 
history, leadership, literacy, music and psychology.”
Gordon and wife Mary’s three children, Wendy, Fay and Jonathan, 
share the value of education—all matriculated as dux of their 
school and have since completed other tertiary qualifications.
The class of 1973 honours Pr Gordon Stafford for his commit-
ment to education and training, particularly for indigenous Austral-
ians.—Brenton Stacey
Pr Don Hosken
The decision to enter the gospel ministry was not one Pr Don 
Hosken took lightly. Having become a Seventh-day Adventist 
while working as an architectural draftsman in Western Australia, 
the idea of becoming a minister nagged him. “I decided to test 
God,” he says. “I prayed someone would come to me that Sab-
bath and tell me to go to Avondale to become a minister, and 
then I would go!” God answered his prayer, and Don kept his 
promise. He promptly paid his seven-year bond to the govern-
ment, finished as a draftsman in 1963 and began studying at the 
college the following year.
Don graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in theology and married 
Arleen Orel Hammond in 1967—
the couple now have two children, 
Donna and Nola.
Following graduation, Don served 
the Seventh-day Adventist Church 
in Victoria mostly in youth ministry 
before transferring to similar roles 
in Sydney (1974) and in southern 
New South Wales (1978). Don 
returned to Avondale in 1983 to 
complete his Master of Arts in 
religion. The focus of his study: 
Adventist children. Don accepted 
calls to serve the church in West-
ern Australia as departmental director for youth and family life 
and, for a time, as a local church minister from 1984. He became 
president of the church in South New Zealand in 1992 and of the 
church in South Australia in 1998 before retiring in 2002.
One of Don’s first tasks in South New Zealand was to kick-start 
evangelism, but the church had little money. Don told the church’s 
treasurer he wouldn’t leave his office until he found the money. 
A secretary interrupted the meeting—a man wanted to speak to 
Don. Don refused until he’d finished with the treasurer. About 30 
minutes later the man met Don and the treasurer in the treasurer’s 
office. He had $85,000 to give to the church for evangelism. “I felt 
stupid!” Don says. “God knows our needs and can supply them 
before we even ask.”
The class of 1983 honors Pr Don Hosken for his leadership and 
for his contribution to youth and family ministry during a lifetime of 
service to the Seventh-day Adventist Church.—Sara Thompson
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Honour year
1993
Duane Vickery
Duane Vickery based his decision to attend Avondale College 
on one thing: basketball. After graduation, sport continued to 
play a role in Duane’s early career, as a physical education and 
music teacher at Windale Primary School in Newcastle and then 
as manager for indigenous sport and recreation in Tasmania. He 
received an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Sports Award for 
program innovation and began managing the national under-20 
male and female indigenous basketball teams in 1997.
Duane graduated with a Master of Professional Studies (indig-
enous education) from the University of New England the same 
year. Since then, he has worked in education and training for the 
Indigenous Land Corporation, 
becoming national manager of its 
Capacity Development Branch in 
2001, and for the Australian Na-
tional Training Authority, becoming 
national manager for Indigenous 
Vocational Education and Training 
in 2004. Duane is currently man-
aging director of his own company, 
Education Training and Manage-
ment Perspectives.
He credits retired education lec-
turer Dr Cedric Greive, who “lob-
bied for my re-entry into college 
when my application to return was rejected,” for much of what he 
has achieved. “He saw something in me that I and many others 
could not see. He saw the potential of what I could be.” The two 
have collaborated on four major research projects over the past 
15 years. “I have become a better Christian, husband, father and 
educator because of Cedric.”
Duane met wife Janelle at Avondale. The two married in 1995 and 
now have three children: Reuben (1996); William (1998); and Ellie 
(2000). The family worships at the Seventh-day Adventist Church 
in Rosny, Tasmania, where Duane serves as youth leader and 
elder. He is also a paramount chief after the head chief in Vanuatu 
through a custom naming ceremony restored the family title and 
status.
The class of 1993 honours Duane Vickery for his contribution to 
education and training, particularly for indigenous Australians.—
Brenton Stacey
Honour year
2003
Pr Moe Ioane Stiles
Pr Moe Ioane Stiles’ graduation from theology at Avondale came 
despite several setbacks. An influential friend who encouraged 
Moe to study at the college had planned to study there herself. 
However, “she bailed on me, so I continued on by my lonesome 
self,” says Moe. “I’m glad I did.”
Moe has maintained the friendships she formed at Avondale. 
Initially a “staunch” Seventh-day Adventist, her strong views 
“melted away”—“it’s amazing what you discover about yourself 
during those years,” she says. One of those discoveries: a desire 
to serve God.
In the second year of her study, 
Moe began to doubt her calling 
to ministry. She deferred for two 
years, returning in 2002 to com-
plete her course the following year. 
“I’m grateful God reaffirmed this 
calling,” she says. The encourage-
ment and support of her lecturers 
played a part, too. “If it weren’t for 
their affirmation and confirmation 
of God’s call on my life, I probably 
would not have completed the 
course.”
Moe served in chaplaincy and 
pastoral roles until 2008, when she accepted a call to serve as 
director of Adventist youth ministries for the Seventh-day Advent-
ist Church in Victoria. The following year she married teacher 
Adrian Stiles.
Children are now not so much a hobby but a part of life—“I make 
a habit of filling my home with a lot of noisy kids.” Moe and her 
sisters care for each other’s children “like they’re our own. My 
niece calls me ‘Mumma,’ my nephews call me ‘Mumma.’ The 
name sounds and feels right.” Moe is also stepmother to Caleb.
Moe’s dreams include adopting or fostering children, serving 
overseas in a developing country, working with organisations that 
rehabilitate girls rescued from the sex industry and completing a 
master’s degree in international development.
The class of 2003 honours Pr Moe Ioane Stiles for her ministry to 
children and to young adults.—Brenton Stacey
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ALUMNI MEMORIAL PRAYER GARDEN
REMEMBER YOUR LOVED ONES AND THEIR INFLUENCE AT AVONDALE
Avondale Alumni Association dedicated its Alumni Memorial Prayer Garden at 
Homecoming in 2012 to honour those who have died while studying or working at 
Avondale. The garden features a memorial made of a steel alloy that forms a patina of 
rust, which will become more beautiful with age. 
The garden is made possible by a donation from the Ray Wilson family in memory of 
son Raymond Wilson Jr.
The association invites the families or friends of alumni who have studied or worked 
at Avondale to make a $150-tax-deductible donation to have their names etched on 
plaques.
Avondale will place the plaques on the memorial in memory of your loved ones and of 
their influence.
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